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a b s t r a c t

The experience of controlling one’s own actions, and through them events in the outside
world, is a pervasive feature of human mental life. Two experiments investigated the relation
between this sense of control and the internal processes involved in action selection and cog-
nitive control. Action selection was manipulated by subliminally priming left or right key-
press actions in response to a supraliminal visual target. The action caused the display of
one of several colours as an action effect. The specific colour shown depended on whether
the participant’s action was compatible or incompatible with the preceding subliminal
prime, and not on the prime identity alone. Unlike previous studies, therefore, the primes
did not predict the to-be-expected action effects. Participants rated how much control they
experienced over the different colours. Replicating previous results, compatible primes facil-
itated responding, whereas incompatible primes interfered with response selection. Cru-
cially, priming also modulated the sense of control over action effects: participants
experienced more control over colours produced by actions that were compatible with the
preceding prime than over colours associated with prime-incompatible actions. Experiment
2 showed that this effect was not solely due to priming modulating action–effect contingen-
cies. These results suggest that sense of control is linked to processes of selection between
alternative actions, being strongest when selection is smooth and uncontested.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction Yasuda, 2005; Wegner, Sparrow, & Winerman, 2004; Weg-
The sense of control (or ‘‘sense of agency”, cf. Haggard &
Tsakiris, 2009) is a central aspect of our experience of ac-
tion. We usually feel that our intentions cause our actions,
and that we thus control our actions and the effects they
produce. Previous research shows that the sense of control
strongly depends on the predictability of the effects of ac-
tions (e.g., Aarts, Custers, & Wegner, 2005; Blakemore,
Wolpert, & Frith, 1998; Farrer et al., 2008; Linser & Gos-
chke, 2007; Moore & Haggard, 2008; Sato, 2009; Sato &
. All rights reserved.
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ner & Wheatley, 1999). Thus, the sense of control is stron-
ger when a consistent ‘‘prior thought” (Wegner, 2002)
precedes the action or its effect. Some studies indicate that
people infer agency by retrospectively integrating quite
general information about their own actions and other
environmental events (Moore, Lagnado, Deal, & Haggard,
2009; Wegner, 2002). For example, showing the effects of
an action as a prime before the action itself is performed
robustly strengthens feelings of control, even when primes
and effects are unrelated to the action itself and when the
prime is subliminal (Aarts et al., 2005; Linser & Goschke,
2007; Sato, 2009). Such effect-priming may work by
increasing the predictive representation of the effect. Other
evidence shows that agency also depends on internal effer-
ent processing within the motor system (Moore & Haggard,
2008; Sato, 2009). These studies suggest that predictions of
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action consequences made by the motor system while pre-
paring an action (Bays & Wolpert, 2007; Wolpert & Miall,
1996) prospectively inform agency judgements. In sum-
mary, predictability of action effects strongly influences
sense of control.

In contrast, much less is known about whether, and
how, internal processes involved in the selection of actions
might contribute to the subjective sense of control, over
and above any anticipation of the effects of the selected ac-
tion (but see Sebanz & Lackner, 2007; Wenke, Waszak, &
Haggard, 2009). This neglect seems surprising given that
action selection is a key component of action control (Brass
& Haggard, 2008; Bunge, 2004) and executive function
(e.g., Botvinick, Braver, Carter, Barch, & Cohen, 2001;
Brown, 2009; Coulthard, Nachev, & Husain, 2008).

Here we directly investigated the impact of action
selection on sense of control over external events, in a de-
sign that minimised effect anticipation. We manipulated
the ‘‘ease” of action selection in a visual reaction-time task
by showing subliminal response primes that facilitated one
of two alternative actions. Prime stimuli consisted of left-
or right-pointing arrows. These were followed by metacon-
trast masks (cf. Vorberg, Mattler, Heinecke, Schmidt, & Sch-
warzbach, 2003) after a short delay (see Fig. 1). The masks
were also arrows, and served as targets for left and right
keypress responses. Previous studies show that primes
activate the associated response. Therefore, if they are fol-
lowed by a compatible target, responses to the target are
facilitated. In contrast, when the prime specifies one
response and the target then requires selecting the other,
responding is delayed. In the latter case, response compe-
tition between the incorrect response activated by the
prime and the correct response signalled by the target
Fig. 1. Schematic of trial procedure and stimuli. Three example trials from the po
free: right panel) and prime-action compatibility (compatible: left panel; incom
participant responds with the left hand. Participants were instructed to respond
primes. Primes and masks could appear randomly above or below fixation on e
450 ms after the keypress to avoid ceiling effects in perceived control. Experime
has to be resolved before the correct response can be exe-
cuted (e.g., Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998; Leuthold & Kopp,
1998; Neumann & Klotz, 1994; Vorberg et al., 2003).

In our experiments, left and right keypress actions
caused the display of one of several colours as an action ef-
fect. Crucially, the specific colour shown did not depend on
the primes or the actions themselves. Consequently, the
identity of the effect could not be predicted on the basis
of the prime, the target, or the action alone. Instead, the ef-
fect colours were linked to the prime’s compatibility with
the action that the participant subsequently made in re-
sponse to the target (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). For example,
if a subliminal prime suggesting a left keypress were in-
deed followed by the participant producing a left keypress
action (i.e., priming was action-compatible), then the effect
produced by the action might be red. Conversely, if a right
prime was followed by a left action (i.e., priming was ac-
tion-incompatible), then the effect might be yellow (see
Fig. 1). We reasoned that action-compatible primes would
facilitate processes of action selection, relative to action-
incompatible primes. Therefore, by comparing the sense
of control over action effects for these two cases, we inves-
tigated the role of action selection in perceived control,
while keeping the predictability of the action effects con-
stant across priming conditions.

If sense of control depends only on a match between pre-
dicted and actual effects (e.g., Sato & Yasuda, 2005) then per-
ceived control should not systematically differ across
colours. On the other hand, if perceived control over effects
is also influenced by prime-induced differences in the ease
of action selection, this would strongly suggest that the cog-
nitive-motor processes that generate and select between ac-
tion alternatives also contribute to the sense of control.
ssible combinations of the factors choice type (cued: left and middle panel;
patible: middle and right panel) in Experiment 1. In each example, the
to the mask stimuli, and were not informed of the presence of the arrow

ach trial. The appearance of the effect was randomly jittered 150, 300 or
nt 2 only contained cued-choice trials.



Table 1
Schematic examples of different conditions and trial types in a prototypical block of Experiment 1.

Choice Type Prime Target (mask) Response Effect

Cued   j h Left-compatible (red):

Cued   j h Left-neutral (green):

Cued ?  j h Left-neutral (green):

Cued ?  j h Left-incompatible (yellow):

Cued ? ? h j Right-compatible (blue):

Cued ? ? h j Right-neutral (orange):

Cued  ? h j Right-neutral (orange):

Cued  ? h j Right-incompatible (purple):

Free  M j h Left-compatible (red):

Free  M j h Left-neutral (green):

Free ? M j h Left-neutral (green):

Free ? M j h Left-incompatible (yellow):

Free ? M h j Right-compatible (blue):

Free ? M h j Right-neutral (orange):

Free  M h j Right-neutral (orange):

Free  M h j Right-incompatible (purple):
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Because our effect colours reflected prime-action compati-
bility, we could test two alternative hypotheses about the
relation between action selection and sense of control. First,
participants may feel more in control when action selection
is smooth and easy (Pacherie, 2008; Synofzik, Vosgerau, &
Newen, 2008). This view predicts stronger perceived control
for compatibly primed actions. Alternatively, they could feel
more control when they overcome the ‘‘urge” to perform the
primed action. In this case they should perceive more con-
trol for incompatibly primed actions. On this view, the sense
of control would reflect successful ‘‘acts of will” under con-
ditions of conflict (Ach, 1905, 1910; Nachev, Rees, Parton,
Kennard, & Husain, 2005). Either result would shed impor-
tant light on how action-selection processes relate to the
experience of control.

2. Experiment 1

The design of Experiment 1 included both free- and
cued-choice actions. On cued-choice trials, participants
pressed the left and right keys in response to left- and
right-pointing arrow masks. On free-choice trials they
saw a double-pointing arrow mask, and were instructed
to choose as they wished between action alternatives
(see Fig. 1, right panel, and Table 1). Recent studies show
that subliminal primes not only influence cued-choice re-
sponses to targets, but also bias action selection when par-
ticipants freely choose between different action
alternatives (Kiesel et al., 2006; Klapp & Hinkley, 2002;
Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2004). Participants typically choose
the prime-compatible response about 10% more often than
the prime-incompatible response. In addition, reaction
times and the onset of lateralized readiness potentials
are delayed when participants choose the prime-incom-
patible action alternative (e.g., Kiesel et al., 2006).
Including both free- and cued-choice actions in our de-
sign allowed us to investigate whether action priming
would similarly influence sense of control for both types
of action, and whether the two choice types would gener-
ally differ as regards sense of control. We predicted stron-
ger sense of control over freely chosen as opposed to cued
actions, because of the strong link between internal gener-
ation of action and the sense of control (Haggard, Clark, &
Kalogeras, 2002). Free- and cued-choice trials were ran-
domly intermixed within blocks, but one trial type was
more frequent in a given block. We decided against pure
blocking of the free-choice and cued-choice conditions,
since action priming was reported to be minimal in pure
blocks of free choice (Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2004). This
may be because participants pre-select actions before trial
(and prime) onset when they know that the identity of the
target (mask) is always irrelevant.

Action effects consisted of colour patches that followed
participants’ actions. There were six different colours (three
for each hand) in Exp. 1. Colours were mapped to responses
such that each colour reflected a particular compatibility
relationship between the subliminal prime and the response.
These mappings remained constant for both free and cued
trials (see Table 1). Compatible effect colours were consis-
tently shown when a prime was followed by the compatible,
suggested action (e.g., a left arrow prime followed by a left
keypress action would produce a red effect, Table 1). Incom-
patible effect-colours consistently followed prime-incom-
patible responses (e.g., left arrow prime followed by right
keypress). Additional neutral effect colours followed
prime-compatible and –incompatible actions randomly
and equiprobably. Importantly, the identity of the effect
could not be predicted on the basis of the prime, the target,
or the action alone. After each block, participants indicated
how much control they had over each colour.
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2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants
Twenty-one paid subjects (mean age 21.4 years,

SD = 3.4; 14 female) with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision participated in the experiment with local ethics
committee approval.

2.1.2. Apparatus and materials
Participants sat in a quiet room in front of a 190 CRT

monitor running at a refresh rate of 75 Hz. The experiment
was programmed using Cogent 2000 (www.vislab.ucl.a-
c.uk/cogent.php). Primes consisted of grey left or right-
pointing arrows that were followed and superimposed by
metacontrast masks of the same luminance (see Fig. 1).
The metacontrast masks also consisted of arrows that
either pointed to the left or the right (in cued-choice trials),
or in both directions simultaneously (in free-choice trials).
Participants responded to the masks with keypress actions.
Prime and mask stimuli could appear randomly above or
below fixation to enhance the masking effect (Vorberg
et al., 2003). Effects were circular colour patches of red,
green, blue, orange, purple or yellow. All stimuli subtended
approximately 3.8� of visual angle at a viewing distance of
60 cm, and appeared on a black background.

Participants made left or right keypress actions on each
trial using the index fingers of their left and right hands.
Response keys for left and right responses were the ‘‘d”
and the ‘‘l” keys of a standard keyboard.

2.1.3. Design and procedure
The experiment involved two successive tests: the ac-

tion-effect experiment that aimed to manipulate sense of
control, followed by a prime visibility test that assessed
participants’ awareness of the primes.

2.1.3.1. Action-effect experiment. During the action–effect
experiment, the participants’ task was to find out, by press-
ing the left or right keys, how much control they had over
colour-effect stimuli that followed their keypress actions.
The test consisted of six blocks of 72 trials each. Each block
contained both free- and cued-choice trials. The metacon-
trast masks that served as targets on cued-choice trials
consisted of arrows that unambiguously pointed to the left
or to the right. Participants were required to press the key
that corresponded to the direction of the mask, using the
index finger of their left or right hand. Ambiguous masks
that pointed in both directions signalled free-choice trials.
On these trials, participants were asked to choose them-
selves whether to press the left or the right key. They were
encouraged to perform each action roughly equally often
and to refrain from adopting a fixed response schedule
(e.g., alternating between responses). Examples of each
mask stimulus were presented during experimental
instruction so that participants would become acquainted
with the target stimuli. No reference was made to the exis-
tence or appearance of the primes.

Half of the blocks contained 75% free-choice trials, and
25% cued-choice trials (75/25 free/cued ratio). On the
remaining blocks this ratio was reversed (25/75 free/cued
ratio). The order of blocks was random. Half of the cued-
choice trials in each block were prime-response compatible
and half were prime-response incompatible. On prime-re-
sponse compatible trials the direction of the prime corre-
sponded to the direction of the mask, and hence
signalled the same response. On incompatible trials,
primes and masks pointed in different directions. On
free-choice trials, prime-response compatibility was de-
fined online after the subject had responded, because the
mask did not unambiguously signal a ‘‘correct” response.
Responses were classified as prime-compatible when par-
ticipants ‘‘freely” chose the response suggested by the
prime, and otherwise as incompatible.

Action effects consisted of coloured circles that appeared
on the screen 150, 300 or 450 ms after the response. This jit-
ter was introduced in order to avoid potential ceiling effects
in perceived control resulting from high temporal predict-
ability (Haggard et al., 2002). The distribution of jitter was
the same for all conditions, and thus orthogonal to the
manipulation of prime-response compatibility.

There were six different colours, three for each hand.
Colours were mapped to responses such that they reflected
the compatibility relationship between the prime and the
response. We distinguished between three different effect
compatibility conditions (see Table 1). In each block, two
colours (one for each hand) were assigned to prime-com-
patible responses, another two colours to prime-incompat-
ible responses, and the remaining two colours were
reserved for the neutral effect condition. Compatible ef-
fect-colours consistently followed prime-compatible re-
sponses (e.g., the colour red followed left keypress
actions that were preceded by left-pointing arrow primes).
Incompatible effect-colours were consistently mapped to re-
sponses that did not correspond to the direction of the
prime (e.g., the colour purple appeared after right key
presses following left primes). Finally, there were two neu-
tral effect-colours in each block. The neutral effect-colours
followed prime-compatible and prime-incompatible re-
sponses equally often, and hence did not signal prime-re-
sponse compatibility.

Colours were rotated through compatibility conditions
via a Latin square such that, across all six blocks, each colour
appeared in each compatibility condition for each hand. Par-
ticipants were informed before each block that the colour
assignment had changed, and that they would have to find
out anew how much they could control each colour.

Primes were presented for 13.3 ms, followed by the
mask after an SOA of 26.6 ms. Mask (target) duration was
250 ms. The response window was set to 1500 ms. If par-
ticipants failed to respond within this time window, they
saw a grey X instead of a coloured circle. They also saw a
grey X instead of a coloured circle when they pressed the
wrong key on cued-choice trials. Effects remained on the
screen for 300 ms. The inter-trial interval (from effect off-
set to presentation of the next prime) was set to 1500 ms.

The main dependent variables were those reflecting
participants’ sense of control. Sense of control was mea-
sured via a combined ranking and rating procedure that
assessed perceived control separately for each colour. First,
participants sorted tokens (coloured circles mounted
on black carton board) representing the six different
colours into a rank order on a vertical ‘‘ scale” ranging from

http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/cogent.php
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‘‘most control” to ‘‘least control”. Participants were asked
to decide on a specific control rank for each colour even
if they were unsure. Second, for each (ranked) colour to-
ken, participants rated how much control they had on a
scale ranging from 0 to 100, starting with the colour occu-
pying the highest rank (indicating most control). The val-
ues 0, 50, and 100 were labelled ‘‘no control”,
‘‘intermediate control”, and ‘‘complete control”, respec-
tively. This two-step procedure (ranking, then rating) was
adopted in order to reduce the working memory demands
associated with rating six different colours on each block.

After participants had judged how much control they
had over each colour, they were then asked to indicate
how confident they were regarding their control judge-
ments as a whole. To this end they picked one number
(reflecting their overall confidence in their control judge-
ments) on another scale ranging from 0 (not sure at all)
to 100 (entirely sure). They were also asked to label each
colour token with the hand they believed produced it in
the previous block in order to test knowledge of hand-ef-
fect contingencies. Participants did not receive feedback
regarding their performance at this sorting task.

Finally, after the last block only, participants addition-
ally sorted the colour tokens according to perceived fre-
quency (most frequent–least frequent) in the previous
(final) block. This measure was designed to test for aware-
ness of potential frequency differences induced by the bias
to select the compatible action more often on free-choice
trials. Only then were participants encouraged to provide
a verbal report on how they had determined the extent
of control during the experiment.

Reaction times and error rates (on cued-choice trials) as
well as bias (% prime-compatible responses on free-choice
trials) served as measures of action bias. Reaction times
were measured from target (mask) onset.

2.1.3.2. Prime visibility test. Following the action–effect
experiment, each participant additionally performed a di-
rect assessment of prime visibility. Defining criteria for
non-conscious perception is fraught with debate (Erdelyi,
2004). Criteria can be either subjective (based on self-re-
port) or objective (based on cued-choice performance). As
our aim in this investigation was to ensure the unconscious
nature of our prime stimuli, we selected the more conser-
vative, objective criterion of awareness. Furthermore, to
ensure that the prime visibility test was a valid measure
of prime perception during the action–effect experiment,
we matched the task designs in as many ways as possible
(Schmidt & Vorberg, 2006). Participants were explicitly in-
formed of the presence of the prime, and asked to identify
its direction on each trial (left or right) using a left or right
keypress. Other elements of the trial sequence remained
identical to the action–effect experiment (Fig. 1), except
that the effect itself was not presented. However, these
stimuli were irrelevant to the prime detection task. To en-
sure that conscious judgement of the prime direction was
not contaminated by the unconscious activation of the
compatible response, participants were only permitted to
report 600 ms after the mask had appeared (Vorberg
et al., 2003). The start of the reporting interval was sig-
nalled by a 600 Hz tone played for 150 ms.
The prime visibility test consisted of four blocks of 72 tri-
als each. The free-cued choice mask ratios were maintained
during this test despite the status of the mask being irrele-
vant for the prime detection task. Thus half of the blocks con-
tained a majority of free-choice masks, and half had a
majority of cued-choice masks. Responses to the primes
were categorised using the framework of signal detection
theory (Green & Swets, 1966) allowing us to compute a mea-
sure of prime discriminability (d0) for each subject.

2.2. Results and discussion

Five subjects were excluded from the analyses either
because they reported seeing the primes during or after
the indirect test, or because their d0 in the prime visibility
test was sufficiently high to suggest conscious perception
(greater than one standard deviation above the mean). This
left 16 (mean age 21.6 years, SD = 3.6; 11 female) remain-
ing subjects’ data for analysis. All the remaining subjects
were unaware of the direction of the prime stimuli, with
mean d0 not significantly different from zero (mean
d0 = �0.016 ± 0.10; one-sample t-test, t(15) = 0.64, p =
0.53). To ensure that subtle differences in response criteria
to different mask types did not obscure above-zero dis-
criminability (cf. Vorberg et al., 2003), we also computed
d0 separately for each mask and averaged these values. In
our remaining sample of 16 subjects this more conserva-
tive measure performed similarly, with d0 again non-signif-
icantly different from zero (mean d0 = 0.015 ± 0.12; one-
sample t-test, t(15) = 0.49, p = 0.63).

2.2.1. Action priming
Participants failed to respond during the 1500 ms re-

sponse window on 0.5% of the trials (0.6% of the free-
choice trials and 0.4% of the cued-choice trials). These trials
were excluded from the analyses, along with trials in
which participants’ reaction times were more than three
standard deviations away from their individual mean cor-
rect RT by condition (0.7% and 0.9% for free- and cued-
choice trials, respectively).

For the remaining data, mean reaction times (RT) for
correct trials were determined as a function of ratio of free
vs. cued trials within a block, choice type (free, cued) of an
action on a given trial, and prime-response compatibility.
The group means are shown in Table 2. Table 2 also shows
the percentage of response errors on cued-choice trials,
and the prime-induced selection bias on free-choice trials.
Selection bias is defined as the percentage of trials in which
participants’ chose the prime-compatible as opposed to the
prime-incompatible response.

2.2.1.1. Cued-choice responses. Cued-choice reaction times
were submitted to a 2 � 2 within-subject ANOVA with
free/cued ratio (75/25, 25/75) and compatibility (prime-re-
sponse compatible vs. incompatible) as factors. This analy-
sis yielded a significant main effect of compatibility,
F(1, 15) = 15.12, p < .01, MSE = 452.57, indicating that re-
sponses to arrow masks were faster following compatible
compared to incompatible primes, as predicted. Although
responses were slightly slower in blocks that primarily
consisted of cued-choice trials (i.e., when the free/cued



Table 2
Reaction times and percentage of errors as a function of free/cued ratio, choice type, and prime-(mask)-action compatibility.

Prime-action relationship Ratio 75/25 Ratio 25/75 Overall

RT % errors RT % errors RT % errors

Choice type: cued choice
Compatible 475.1 (18.5) 3.7 502.7 (23.4) 1.0 488.9 (14.9) 2.35
Incompatible 490.9 (17.7) 4.2 528.2 (22.3) 1.9 509.6 (14.3) 3.05
D 15.9 0.5 25.5 0.9 20.7 0.7

Choice type: free choice
RT % Responses RT % Responses RT % Responses

Compatible 481.8 (24.1) 56.1 602.6 (34.1) 53.7 542.2 (23.2) 54.9
Incompatible 498.3 (23.1) 43.9 628.4 (29.5) 46.3 563.4 (21.8) 45.1
D 16.5 12.2 25.8 7.4 21.2 9.8

Note: numbers in parentheses show standard errors of the means across participants.
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ratio was 25/75), the main effect of ratio did not reach sig-
nificance, F(1, 15) = 4.26, p > .05, MSE = 3952.1. Finally, the
interaction between ratio and compatibility was not signif-
icant, F(1, 15) = 1.33, p > .26, suggesting that the influence
of prime compatibility did not depend on the frequency
of cued-choice trials within a block.

The corresponding ANOVA of error rates revealed a sig-
nificant main effect of free/cued ratio, F(1, 15) = 5.1, p < .05,
MSE = 19.73, indicating that participants committed more
cued-choice errors on blocks that contained predominantly
free-choice cues. The tendency to make more errors in the
prime-incompatible condition (3.05%) than in the prime-
compatible condition (2.35%) did not reach significance,
F(1, 15) = 1.41, p > .25, MSE = 6.88, and compatibility did
not interact with free/cued ratio, F(1, 15) < 1, MSE = 5.88.

2.2.1.2. Free-choice actions. The corresponding ANOVA of
RTs for freely chosen actions showed that prime-compati-
ble choices were faster than prime-incompatible choices,
F(1, 15) = 7.99, p < .05, MSE = 894.48, as expected. The
main effect of free/cued ratio was also significant,
F(1, 15) = 53.02, p < .01, MSE = 4752.74, indicating that
reaction times were slower when free-choice actions were
rare (i.e., in the 25/75 condition). The interaction between
ratio and compatibility was not significant, F(1, 15) < 1,
MSE = 880.8, again implying that the impact of prime com-
patibility was independent of free/cued ratio.

An additional omnibus 2 � 2 � 2 ANOVA with choice
type (free, instructed), prime-response compatibility and
free/cued ratio directly compared reaction times of cued-
choice and free-choice actions. The results show that
prime-action compatibility had a similar effect for the
two choice modes: The main effect of prime compatibility,
F(1, 15) = 27.65, p < .01, MSE = 506.18 was significant,
whereas the two-way interactions between compatibility
and choice type and compatibility and ratio, as well as
the three-way interaction between compatibility, choice
type, and ratio were not (all F0s < 1).

Importantly, on free-choice trials masked primes not
only influenced response speed, but also systematically
biased which action participants chose (see Table 2). Partic-
ipants selected the prime-compatible response signifi-
cantly more often (54.9%) than would be expected by
chance, t(15) = 4.88, p < .01. This bias was comparable for
the two ratios, t(15) = 1.37, p > .19.
2.2.2. Sense of control
For each participant, median control ranks and mean

control ratings for each colour were computed as a func-
tion of free/cued ratio (75/25 vs. 25/75) and prime-re-
sponse compatibility (compatible, neutral, incompatible).
Control judgements were collapsed across blocks with
the same ratio, and across colours that signalled the same
prime-action compatibility relationship for the two hands.
Numerically higher ranks and ratings indicate more per-
ceived control. The results are summarized in Fig. 2. Partic-
ipants felt more control over colours that were associated
with prime-compatible actions than over colours associ-
ated with prime-incompatible actions. Perceived control
over ‘‘neutral” colours that followed prime-compatible
and prime-incompatible equally often lay in between col-
ours that were consistently associated with compatible
or incompatible trials. The results from the control ratings
furthermore indicate that participants felt more in control
when the proportion of free-choice trials was high (75/25
ratio) than low (25/75 ratio).

These initial observations were subjected to separate
statistical tests on both the median control ranks and the
mean control ratings. Median Control Ranks were submitted
to two separate Friedman-tests analyzing the differences
between (a) the three effect compatibility conditions
(averaged across free/cued ratio), and (b) the two ratios
(averaged across compatibility conditions). The first analy-
sis showed that perceived control over effect colours de-
pended on prime-action compatibility, v2 (2) = 13.21,
p < .01, with more perceived control over colours following
prime-compatible actions (4.33) than over neutral colours
(3.83) and colours assigned to prime-incompatible actions
(3.29). The second test showed that control ranks did not
differ between the 25/75 ratio (Mean Md = 3.75) and the
75/25 ratio (3.89), v2 (1) = .69, p > .4.

Mean control ratings were submitted to a 2 � 3 within-
subjects ANOVA with factors ratio and effect-compatibil-
ity. The main effect of free/cued ratio, F(1, 15) = 6.45,
p < .05, MSE = 77.38, was significant, indicating that partic-
ipants felt more in control of the colours when they could
often choose their actions themselves. This effect is likely
not due to better knowledge of the assignment of colours
to hands when actively exploring action–effect contingen-
cies in blocks with many free-choice trials: The number of
colours correctly assigned to hands in the post-block hand



Fig. 2. Mean control ratings (left ordinate, error bars represent standard errors of the means) and median control ranks (hatched bars, right ordinate)
according to ratio of free-choice/cued-choice trials and compatibility condition in Experiment 1.
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sorting task did not differ between blocks containing a
high proportion of free-choice trials (mean number of cor-
rect assignments: 15.4 out of 18) and a low proportion of
free-choice trials (15.8/18), as confirmed by a Wilcoxon-
test, z = �.55, p > .58. That is, we found no indication for
superior knowledge of colour-hand-assignments in blocks
with many free-choice trials.

Importantly, the main effect of compatibility was also
significant in the analysis of control ratings,
F(2, 30) = 5.95, p < .01, MSE = 35.16, whereas the interac-
tion between compatibility and ratio was not, F(2, 30) < 1,
MSE = 43.9, suggesting that sense of control on free- and
cued-choice trials was similarly affected by prime-action
compatibility. Separate two-tailed t-tests that tested the
compatibility main effect further showed that perceived
control for compatible colours (M = 57.72) was signifi-
cantly higher than for incompatible colours (M = 52.61),
t(15) = 5.03, p < .001. Although the neutral colour condition
(M = 55.29) lay in between the compatible and incompati-
ble conditions, consistent with the predicted trend, it did
not reliably differ from either (both p > .12).

Taken together, these results confirm that subliminal
action priming influences action selection. This was shown
by faster responses in the prime-compatible than the
prime-incompatible condition, and also by a prime-in-
duced bias to select the compatible response on free-
choice trials. In addition, action priming influenced how
much control participants felt over action effects: partici-
pants judged to have more control over colours that fol-
lowed prime-compatible actions than over colours that
followed prime-incompatible actions. Importantly, primes
did not predict the action effect. Therefore we infer that
the compatibility effect in the judgements of subjective
control reflects the impact of internal selection processes
on sense of control. Action selection was required on each
trial, whereas sense of control was assessed after a com-
plete block of trials. Participants may have monitored
sense of control on each trial, and accumulated – possibly
imperfectly – their experience over the entire block to pro-
duce a metacognitive judgement of control (also see Met-
calfe & Greene, 2007). This would be in line with
Synofzik et al.’s (2008) claim that the feeling of agency
can inform retrospective judgements of agency.

However, participants in Exp. 1 in fact experienced some
colours more frequently than others because our subliminal
primes were successful in biasing action selection in two
ways. First, prime-induced bias to choose the compatible ac-
tion on free-choice trials led to compatible colours occurring
more frequently than incompatible colours. Second, partic-
ipants tended to make fewer errors on compatible cued-
choice trials than on incompatible cued-choice trials. Be-
cause errors did not produce a colour effect (but a grey X),
this again favoured occurrence of compatible colours. As a
consequence we cannot be sure whether the compatibility
effect in perceived control reflects a direct influence of the
ease of selection, or an indirect influence of biased action
selection mediated by differential exposure to colour effects.
Therefore we conducted additional analyses that aimed at
clarifying the role of actual colour frequency.

2.2.3. Additional analyses
In additional analyses we tested (a) whether partici-

pants had explicit knowledge of overall colour frequency
and based their control judgements on this knowledge,
and (b) whether participants’ control judgements relied
on knowledge of differential action-effect contingencies.

2.2.3.1. Explicit knowledge of overall colour
frequency. Regression analyses were carried out in order to
test whether participants became aware of actual frequency
differences among colours, and whether actual and per-
ceived colour frequencies could predict sense of control.

The frequency ranks assigned to each colour during the
final frequency sorting task (see Section 2.1.3.1) served as a
measure for explicit memory of perceived frequency of the
different effect types. Higher ranks signalled higher per-
ceived frequency. Because the frequency sorting task only
referred to the final experimental block, the regression
analyses were restricted to this block. The mean bias to
choose the prime-compatible action on the final block
was 53.9%, implying that participants saw the prime-ac-
tion compatible effect colours slightly more often than



Table 3
Schematic examples of different conditions and trial types in a prototypical block of Experiment 2.

Choice type Prime Target (mask) Response Effect

Cued   j h Left-compatible (red):

Cued ?  j h Left-incompatible (yellow):

Cued ? ? h j Right-compatible (blue):

Cued  ? h j Right-incompatible (green):
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the neutral and the incompatible colours. Therefore it is
conceivable that the compatibility effect in control ratings
was due to observed differences in overall colour frequen-
cies rather than to prime-induced selection bias per se. We
tested this possibility in multiple regression analyses. For
each participant, the control ratings for all six colours were
regressed on actual frequency and subjectively ranked fre-
quency of each colour in the final block.

T-tests of the standardized regression coefficients (partial
correlations) that reflect the independent contribution of
each predictor revealed that only perceived, but not actual,
colour frequency could predict sense of control: A paired-
sample t-test comparing the beta coefficients (partial corre-
lations with control ratings) for actual and perceived colour
frequencies showed that perceived colour frequency was
the better predictor for sense of control than actual colour
frequency, t(15) = �4.91, p < .01, two-tailed. Interestingly,
actual and perceived colour frequencies were uncorrelated:
A one-sample t-test of the individual correlation coefficients
revealed that they did not significantly differ from zero,
t(15) = 1.2, p = .24. Together, these results indicate that par-
ticipants indeed experienced more control over those colours
they perceived as appearing more frequently. However, we
found little evidence that perceived control was an artefact
of explicit knowledge of actual stimulus frequency.
2.2.3.2. Action-effect contingencies. Although the analysis
above suggests that participants were not aware of overall
actual colour frequencies, they nevertheless might have
based their judgements on action–effect contingencies.
That is, because selection bias and errors lead to compati-
ble colours being more frequently experienced, partici-
pants may predict compatible colours when choosing a
particular action, and these effect predictions may contrib-
ute to their stronger sense of control.

In order to investigate this possibility, we computed the
conditional probabilities of encountering a particular col-
our, given a left vs. right keypress action. Mean conditional
probabilities of seeing compatible, neutral, and incompati-
ble colours were 0.32, 0.33 and 0.34 in the 25% free/75% cued
condition, and 0.31, 0.33 and 0.35 in the 75/25 condition,
respectively. Although the numerical differences between
compatibility conditions were small, a 2 � 3 ANOVA with ra-
tio and compatibility as within subjects factors revealed that
they were significant, F(2, 30) = 11.7, p < .01. The interaction
between compatibility and ratio was also significant,
F(2, 30) = 8.72, p < .01, indicating that the differences be-
tween compatibility conditions were more pronounced in
75% free-choice/25% cued-choice blocks.

This analysis suggests that participants could have
based their control judgements on either ease of selection,
or on colour effect prediction, or both. To investigate the
contribution of each process, we took reaction time as a
proxy for ease of selection, and conditional colour proba-
bility (see previous paragraph) as a proxy for effect predic-
tion. We then used multiple regression to estimate the
relation between each participant’s compatibility effects
in control judgements from the compatibility effects in
RTs and in conditional colour probability. This analysis
showed that the independent contribution conditional col-
our probability to sense of control was negligible: The
mean partial correlation was Mb(colour) = 0.08, and did not
differ significantly from zero, t(15) = 0.72, p > .3. However,
the compatibility effect in RTs did not significantly predict
the compatibility effect in control ratings either –
Mb(RT) = 0.1, t(15) = 1.26, p > .2. These null results may re-
flect the low statistical power of the regressions (12 obser-
vations per subject, given six blocks and two hands), and
therefore cannot clearly identify to what extent the impact
of action priming on perceived control reflects ease of ac-
tion selection, over and above an impact of action priming
on effect-prediction.

We therefore conducted Experiment 2 that kept colour
frequency completely constant across selection conditions.
3. Experiment 2

In Exp. 2 we kept colour frequency and action–effect
contingency completely constant in order to isolate the
pure, direct influence of compatibility-related ease of
selection on sense of control. Two changes ensured that
the identity of the effect could not be predicted at all on
the basis of the prime, the target, or the action alone. First,
only cued-choice trials were used in which the target
unambiguously signalled which action to perform (see
Fig. 1, left and middle panel, and Table 3). Thus primes
could only influence the ease of selecting the correct re-
sponse, and did not bias which action was ‘‘freely” chosen
as in Exp. 1. Second, when participants made errors in
responding to the target, and therefore saw a grey X in-
stead of the appropriate colour for that trial, the trials were
adaptively repeated until participants responded correctly.
Therefore all colours appeared equally often.

Four different colours (two for each hand) served as ac-
tion effects in Exp. 2 (see Table 3). As in Exp. 1, colours
were mapped to responses such that a particular colour
reflected the compatibility relationship between the sublim-
inal prime and the response: Compatible and incompatible
effect-colours consistently followed prime-compatible and
-incompatible responses, respectively. The neutral colour
condition was omitted.



Fig. 3. Mean control ratings (left ordinate, error bars represent standard
errors of the means) and median control ranks (hatched bars, right
ordinate) as a function of compatibility condition in Experiment 2.
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3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants
Thirty-four paid subjects from the city of Leipzig (mean

age 23.1 years, SD = 2.8; 19 female) with normal or cor-
rected-to-normal vision participated in the experiment
with local ethics committee approval.

3.1.2. Apparatus and procedure
3.1.2.1. Action-effect experiment. The apparatus, design, and
procedure of the action–effect test of Exp. 2 resembled Exp. 1,
with the following exceptions. First, all 288 trials were cued-
choice trials on which left- or right-pointing arrow primes
were masked by left- or right-pointing arrow targets (see
Fig. 1, left and middle panel). The direction of the target arrow
indicated the correct response. Second, only four colours
served as action effects. The different colours were linked to
compatible and incompatible left and right hand responses
(see Table 3). The neutral colour condition was omitted. Third,
trials in which participants either responded too late or
pressed the wrong key, and hence saw a grey X instead of a
coloured circle, were repeated at the end of each block until
participants had responded correctly. This adaptive proce-
dure ensured that each trial-type (defined by colour and jit-
ter) was presented equally often in each of the 12 blocks.

3.1.2.2. Prime visibility test. The only difference between
Exp. 2 and Exp. 1 concerned the double-pointing arrow tar-
gets. All double-pointing arrows that had masked the primes
in free-choice trials of Exp. 1 were replaced with the left- vs.
right-pointing masks that served as cued-choice targets in
the action–effect test of both experiments.

3.2. Results and discussion

A greater number of subjects in Exp. 2 exhibited high d0

compared to Exp. 1. This difference necessitated a change
in exclusion criteria: here, an iterative procedure was used
to exclude the participant with the highest d0 until a t-test
against zero reached non-significance (see Grinband, Hirsch,
& Ferrara, 2006). On this basis, 12 participants were ex-
cluded from the analyses due to awareness of the primes1.
1 More participants were excluded on grounds of high prime visibility in
Exp. 2 than in Exp. 1. Exp. 2 took place in a darker environment, increasing
the contrast between stimuli and background, and presumably favouring
prime visibility. In order to test whether participants with high d’ were also
influenced by priming, we performed a pooled analysis of the control
ratings from the 5 participants excluded from Exp. 1 and the 12 participants
excluded from Exp. 2. Data for participants from Exp. 1 was collapsed
across cued/free ratios, and we omitted the neutral colour condition.
Control ratings for compatible and incompatible effect colours were then
compared using a paired t-test. Interestingly, excluded participants expe-
rienced more control in the incompatible condition (M = 53.4) than in the
compatible condition (M = 50.6), t(16) = �2.2, p < .05 (2-tailed). That is,
participants who were (partly) aware of the primes might have an
enhanced sense of control when they successfully overcome the ‘‘urge” to
perform the primed action. It seems intriguing that prime visibility might
strongly alter the impact of action priming on sense of control. One should
be careful in interpreting these results from our excluded participants,
however, because their d’ was low relative to the criteria used in other
studies to ensure clear prime visibility (all excluded participants had
d’ 6 1.3). Future experiments might profitably investigate the impact of
different levels of prime visibility on sense of control.
This left 22 (mean age 23.5 years, SD = 3.1, 10 female) partic-
ipants’ data for analyses. All the remaining subjects were una-
ware of the direction of the prime stimuli (mean
d0 = 0.097 ± 0.24; one-sample t-test, t(15) = 1.90, p = 0.07).

3.2.1. Action priming
Participants failed to respond during the 1500 ms re-

sponse window on 1.4% of the trials. These trials were ex-
cluded from the analyses, along with trials in which
participants’ reaction times were more than three standard
deviations away from their individual mean correct RT by
condition (0.2%). For the remaining data, mean RT for cor-
rect trials and percentage of errors for the two compatibil-
ity conditions were analyzed using two-tailed paired t-
tests.

The t-test on RT showed that incompatibly primed re-
sponses (M = 472.1 ms) were significantly slower than
prime-compatible responses (M = 422.2 ms), t(21) = 12.7,
p < .01. Participants also committed more errors on incom-
patible (3%) than on compatible trials (0.6%), t(21) = 6.77,
p < .01.

3.2.2. Sense of control
Fig. 3 reveals a compatibility effect in control judge-

ments: Participants again felt more control over colours
reflecting prime-compatible actions than prime-incompat-
ible actions.

The compatibility effect was significant in control rat-
ings, as indicated by a paired-sample t-test, t(21) = 2.85,
p < .05 (two-tailed). Although the effect in control ranks
was in the same direction, the Wilcoxon-test of median
control ranks missed significance (p > .2), presumably be-
cause of the reduced set of colours that were rank-ordered
in Exp. 2.

We additionally compared the compatibility effects in
Exp. 1 and Exp. 2. This should give us an estimate of the
relative contributions of ease of selection, on the one hand,
and other factors influencing the effect in Exp. 1, such as
contingency-related colour predictability, on the other
hand. To this end, we averaged the control ratings of the
compatible and incompatible condition of Exp. 1 across
free-choice/cued-choice ratios and conducted a 2 (Experi-
ment) � 2 (compatibility) ANOVA. The main effect of com-
patibility was highly significant, F(1, 36) = 33.47, p < .01,
MSE = 7.65. The interaction between experiment and
compatibility was also significant, F(1, 36) = 5.13, p < .05,
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indicating that the compatibility effect was more pro-
nounced in Exp. 1 (�5.17) than in Exp. 2 (�2.27). Although
control ratings were overall lower numerically in Exp. 2
than in Exp. 1, the main effect of experiment did not reach
significance, F(1, 36) = 3.34, p > .07, MSE = 211.6.

Finally, we again tested whether control ratings and
perceived colour frequency (frequency ranks) in the last
block would be correlated, despite the complete lack of dif-
ferences between actual colour frequencies in Exp. 2. The
mean of the individual correlations was 0.68, t(21) = 8.86,
p < .01, indicating an influence of perceived, but not actual,
frequency on control.

We will discuss the implications of these findings in
more detail in the Section 4.
4. General discussion

By manipulating action-selection processes and collect-
ing control judgements, we were able to ask whether, and
how, differences in the ease of action selection affected
sense of control. In two experiments we found that sublim-
inal arrow primes primed action selection for both free-
choice and cued-choice actions: Prime-compatible re-
sponses were faster than prime-incompatible responses
on both cued-choice trials and free-choice trials. Prime-
compatible responses were also chosen more frequently
than prime-incompatible responses when participants
could freely choose between action alternatives in Exp. 1.
These results suggest that arrow primes led to sub-thresh-
old activation of the responses they afforded. Priming of
the correct or intended response facilitates action selec-
tion. Conversely, when one action is primed, but the partic-
ipant selects the other action, there is a conflict between
the primed and actual response (see Eimer & Schlaghecken,
1998, 2003; Neumann & Klotz, 1994; Vorberg et al., 2003).

More interestingly, action priming modulated the sense
of control over subsequent action consequences. Partici-
pants felt more control over colours that followed prime-
compatible actions than over colours that followed
prime-incompatible actions. Our pattern of results sup-
ports the hypothesis that when action selection is smooth
and easy, the sense of control is heightened (Pacherie,
2008). The impact of action priming on sense of control
was more pronounced in Exp. 1 than in Exp. 2. This may re-
flect an additional factor of effect-prediction that could
have been present in Exp. 1. Specifically, prime-induced
bias in ‘free’ action selection, and rates of prime-induced
errors in cued action selection meant effect colours were,
at least in principle, partly predictable. However, in Exp.
2 the contingencies between actions and effects were
tightly controlled to be exactly equal and independent of
prime-action compatibility. Nevertheless, prime compati-
bility still influenced sense of control, though to a numer-
ically lesser extent. The effect in Exp. 2 may reflect the
dissected influence of ease of selection, whereas the stron-
ger effect in Exp. 1 reflects the combined influence of ease
of selection and information about effect probability.

Finally, participants in Exp. l felt more in control when
they could freely choose between action alternatives on
the majority of trials compared to blocks in which they
predominantly responded to external cues. In the follow-
ing, we discuss the implications of each of these findings.

4.1. Internal selection and sense of control

Participants judged themselves to have more control
over colours when they could freely choose which action
to perform on the majority of trials, as reflected by the sig-
nificant main effect of free/cued ratio (see Sebanz & Lack-
ner, 2007, for similar findings). The stronger sense of
control associated with more free-choice trials could be a
consequence of increased opportunity to actively explore
the action–effect relationships. However, participants’ ac-
tual knowledge about control, as measured by their reports
of colour-hand-assignments, was as good on blocks with
fewer free-choice trials. Therefore, the influence of free-
choice ratio on perceived control probably reflects ‘‘author-
ship attribution”. Participants experience more involve-
ment with effects that follow self-generated actions, as
opposed to feeling detached from the task during cued-
choice trials. This could be due to action-selection pro-
cesses in the voluntary motor system (cf. Haggard, 2008)
that enhance the feeling of agency (Synofzik et al., 2008).

Alternatively, or in addition, participants’ judgements of
control in the two ratio conditions could also reflect impli-
cit theories or beliefs regarding intentional control (Weg-
ner, 2002). When people respond to an external stimulus,
they may therefore attribute the effects of their action to
the instructional stimulus, rather than the action itself.
According to Synofzik et al. (2008), feelings of agency re-
sult from weighting and integrating sensorimotor informa-
tion into some sort of perceptual representation.
Judgements of agency, on the other hand, consist of high-
er-level conceptual representations that are informed by
feelings of agency, and are therefore partly ‘metacognitive’.
These judgements are also influenced by beliefs and con-
textual cues, however, that can even overwrite 1st person
feelings of agency.

4.2. Action priming and sense of control

Sense of control was systematically affected by changes
in action selection processing induced by subliminally pre-
sented primes. Participants judged themselves to have
more control over colours that consistently followed
prime-compatible actions than over colours that were
associated with prime-incompatible actions. In Exp. 1,
the influence of prime-action-compatibility was indepen-
dent of free/cued ratio, suggesting that priming affected
the experience of cued and free-choice actions in a similar
manner.

In many previous priming studies (e.g., Aarts et al.,
2005; Linser & Goschke, 2007; Sato, 2009; Wegner &
Wheatley, 1999) the primes were designed to afford a pre-
view of the effect of a subsequent action. These studies
showed that the match between primed and actual action
outcome strongly influenced sense of control. In our study,
in contrast, the primes were not designed to predict the ef-
fects of action. Therefore, our participants could not retro-
spectively base their control judgements on match
between primes and effects alone.
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What other factors could therefore contribute to the
sense of control? For example, could participants have
based their judgements on reaction time differences be-
tween conditions? Corallo and colleagues (Corallo, Sackur,
Dehaene, & Sigman, 2008) demonstrated that participants
can provide quite accurate trial-by-trial estimates of their
reaction times. Our participants might retrospectively infer
more control for faster reaction times, such as reactions
compatible with a prime. We think this is unlikely for sev-
eral reasons. First, our task required attention to the effects
of action, rather than to motor responses. Second, mixing
free- and cued-choice trials within experimental blocks
of Exp. 1 introduced considerable variability in RT (see Ta-
ble 2). In order to infer sense of control from compatibility
related differences in RT, participants would need to men-
tally ‘‘subtract” the RT differences due to choice type.

Instead, our data indicate that action-selection pro-
cesses contribute to the sense of control. We suggest that
the larger compatibility effect in Exp. 1 reflects the com-
bined effect of the direct impact of ease of selection and
a more indirect effect of action priming that is mediated
by priming-induced changes in behaviour, and therefore
colour frequency. In Exp. 2 action–effect contingency was
the same for prime-compatible and prime-incompatible
actions, so that effect predictability did not differ between
compatibility conditions. This manipulation removed the
indirect effect of action priming on sense of control medi-
ated by selection-related changes in colour frequency. A
significant, though reduced, compatibility effect on sense
of control remained. Hence the compatibility effect in
Exp. 2 seems to capture a ‘‘pure” direct effect of action
selection.
4.2.1. Ease of action selection
When participants act compatibly with a prime, their

action selection is more efficient than when they act con-
trary to a prime. In particular, the competition and conflict
between programmes for selected and alternative action
(Cisek, 2007; Fleming, Mars, Gladwin, & Haggard, 2009;
Nachev et al., 2005) should be reduced for action-compat-
ible relative to action-incompatible primes. Thus, primes
that support the correct or intended response facilitate ac-
tion-selection processes by differentiating between action
alternatives, and thereby render the selection process
‘‘smooth”. Our key finding is that this smoothness pro-
duces a heightened sense of control. This is in keeping with
the notion that during a well-learned, skilled task such as
playing the piano, people often report mastery of what
they are doing, and a feeling of ‘‘flow” (Csikszentmihalyi,
2000).

Our results also indicate that the experience of control
is quite different from the sense of effort when overcoming
conflict. On incompatible prime-response processing, the
action selection process is more effortful and less efficient.
We found that sense of control is reduced under these cir-
cumstances. Thus, sense of control is unlikely to be related
to successful conflict resolution. Others have also noted
that response conflict increases sense of effort (Pacherie,
2008), subjective difficulty, and the subjective ‘‘urge to err”
(Morsella, Wilson, Berger, Honhongva, Gazzaley, & Bargh,
in press), while also reducing sense of subjective control
(Morsella et al., in press; Sebanz & Lackner, 2007).

Unlike these former studies however, participants in
our experiments were not aware of the conflicting influ-
ences on their action. In fact, on debriefing, none of our
participants reported having based their control judge-
ments on either conflict or on processing fluency. Instead,
they readily attributed differences in sense of control to
perceived differences in colour frequencies, even though
the actual differences in colour frequency went unob-
served. The attribution process could have been triggered
by the frequency sorting task itself. Alternatively, per-
ceived frequency differences could be an illusion produced
by differences in sense of control (Alloy & Abramson,
1979).

This lack of insight into prime-induced conflict has two
important implications. First, participants’ sense of control
could not be based on (conscious) beliefs about how
primes might influence action selection. Instead, action
priming itself presumably directly influenced the subjec-
tive sense of control. This result appears to be at odds with
Morsella’s (2005; Morsella et al., in press) claim that re-
sponse conflict is intrinsically linked to conscious aware-
ness. It does, however, support a recent proposal by
Pacherie (2008; see also Synofzik et al., 2008) that sensori-
motor conflict elicits the feeling ‘‘that something is wrong”
(p. 45), without (necessarily) leading to knowledge about
what is wrong. Future research should systematically vary
prime visibility in order to investigate whether conflict af-
fects sense of control in a similar manner when partici-
pants can consciously identify the prime.
4.2.2. Probabilistic inference
Participants in Exp. 1 showed a bias to select the prime-

compatible action on free-choice trials. Botvinick (2007)
recently suggested that conflict may register as a cost
when evaluating action alternatives during choice and
decision making. This may explain why conflict in prime-
incompatible trials in our Exp. 1 not only slowed down mo-
tor responses, but also induced a bias against choosing the
prime-incompatible action on free choice (also see Botvi-
nick & Rosen, 2009).

The prime-induced selection bias altered action–effect
contingencies such that compatible colours appeared
slightly more often than neutral and incompatible colours
in Exp. 1. This might have increased participants’ expec-
tancy to encounter a compatible colour (Sato, 2009). This
expectancy could influence sense of control indirectly,
through either or both of two possible routes. First, expec-
tancy could influence motor prediction while preparing an
action (Bays & Wolpert, 2007; Wolpert & Miall, 1996), so a
participant preparing a left keypress, say, might predict a
red effect rather than another colour. Second, if a red col-
our is expected, and then actually occurs, a retrospective
inference based on the match between the expected and
encountered colour might produce a sense of control
(e.g., Wegner, 2002). These mechanisms could have con-
tributed to control judgements in Exp. 1, in addition to
the ‘‘smoothness” experienced during selection. However,
Exp. 2 suggested that the indirect effects mediated by
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colour frequency cannot completely account for the contri-
bution of action-selection processes to the sense of control.

4.2.3. Conclusion
In sum, we found systematic effects of subliminal ac-

tion-selection primes on control judgements. This re-
mained the case even when controlling for potential
confounds due to subtle alterations in effect probabilities.
We argue that perceived control is intimately linked to
processes of selection between alternative actions. Per-
ceived control increases with fluency action selection.
Moreover, as Hamlet observed, perceived control decreases
as selection conflict, and hence mental effort, increases
(Shakespeare, 1603/2005).
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